MERIDIAN MINING S.E.
TSX-V : MNO

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain of the statements made and information contained herein is “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this document constitute forward-looking
information, including but not limited to statements regarding the Company’s plans, prospects and business strategies; the Company’s guidance on the timing and amount of future production and its expectations regarding the results of operations; expected costs; permitting
requirements and timelines; timing and possible outcome of pending litigation; the results of any Preliminary Economic Assessment, Feasibility Study, or Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve estimations, life of mine estimates, and mine and mine closure plans; anticipated
market prices of metals, currency exchange rates, and interest rates; the Company’s ability to comply with contractual and permitting or other regulatory requirements; anticipated exploration and development activities at the Company’s projects; and the Company’s integration
of acquisitions and any anticipated benefits thereof. Words such as “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “contemplate”, “target”, “plan”, “goal”, “aim”, “intend”, “continue”, “budget”, “estimate”, “may”, “will”, “can”, “could”, “should”, “schedule” and similar expressions identify
forward-looking statements.
The Company cautions that it has not completed any feasibility studies on any of its mineral properties, and no mineral reserve estimate or mineral resource estimate has been established. In particular, because the Company's production decision relating to Meridian Mineracao
Jaburi S.A, manganese project is not based upon a feasibility study of mineral reserves, the economic and technical viability of the Espigão manganese project has not been established.
Forward-looking information is necessarily based upon various estimates and assumptions including, without limitation, the expectations and beliefs of management, including that the Company can access financing, appropriate equipment and sufficient labour; assumed and
future price of manganese, copper, zinc, gold and other metals; anticipated costs; ability to achieve goals; the prompt and effective integration of acquisitions; that the political environment in which the Company operates will continue to support the development and operation
of mining projects; and assumptions related to the factors set forth below. While these factors and assumptions are considered reasonable by Meridian Mining S.E. as at the date of this document in light of management’s experience and perception of current conditions and
expected developments, these statements are inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies.
Known and unknown factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements and undue reliance should not be placed on such statements and information. Such factors include, but are not limited to: risks inherent in and/or
associated with operating in foreign countries; uncertain political and economic environments; community activism, shareholder activism and risks related to negative publicity with respect to the Company or the mining industry in general; changes in laws, regulations or policies
including but not limited to those related to permitting and approvals, environmental and tailings management, labour, trade relations, and transportation; delays or the inability to obtain necessary governmental approvals and/or permits; regulatory investigations,
enforcement, sanctions and/or related or other litigation; risks associated with business arrangements and partners over which the Company does not have full control; risks associated with acquisitions and related integration efforts, including the ability to achieve anticipated
benefits, unanticipated difficulties or expenditures relating to integration and diversion of management time on integration; competition; development or mining results not being consistent with the Company’s expectations; estimates of future production and operations;
operating, cash and all-in sustaining cost estimates; allocation of resources and capital; litigation; uninsurable risks; volatility and fluctuations in metal and commodity prices; the estimation of asset carrying values; funding requirements and availability of financing;
indebtedness; foreign currency fluctuations; interest rate volatility; changes in the Company’s share price, and equity markets, in general; changing taxation regimes; counterparty and credit risks; health and safety risks; risks related to the environmental impact of the Company’s
operations and products and management thereof; unavailable or inaccessible infrastructure and risks related to ageing infrastructure; risks inherent in mining including but not limited to risks to the environment, industrial accidents, catastrophic equipment failures, unusual or
unexpected geological formations or unstable ground conditions; actual m mined varying from estimates of grade, tonnage, dilution and metallurgical and other characteristics; mineralisation processing efficiency; risks relating to attracting and retaining of highly skilled
employees; ability to retain key personnel; the potential for and effects of labour disputes or other unanticipated difficulties with or shortages of labour or interruptions in production; the price and availability of energy and key operating supplies or services; the inherent
uncertainty of exploration and development, and the potential for unexpected costs and expenses including, without limitation, for mine closure and reclamation at current and historical operations; risks associated with the estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
and the geology, grade and continuity of mineral deposits including but not limited to models relating thereto; actual mineralisation mined and/or metal recoveries varying from Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve estimates; mine plans, and life of mine estimates; the
possibility that future exploration, development or mining results will not be consistent with expectations; natural phenomena such as earthquakes, flooding, and unusually severe weather; potential for the allegation of fraud and corruption involving the Company, its
customers, suppliers or employees, or the allegation of improper or discriminatory employment practices, or human rights violations; security at the Company’s operations; breach or compromise of key information technology systems; materially increased or unanticipated
reclamation obligations; risks related to mine closure activities; risks related to closed and historical sites; title risk and the potential of undetected encumbrances; risks associated with the structural stability of waste rock dumps or tailings storage facilities; and other risks and
uncertainties.
All of the forward-looking statements made in this document are qualified by these cautionary statements. Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking
information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated, forecast or intended and readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive of all factors and assumptions which may have been used. Should one or more of these risks
and uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in forward-looking information. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that forward-looking information will prove to be accurate and
forward-looking information is not a guarantee of future performance. Readers are advised not to place undue reliance on forward-looking information. The forward-looking information contained herein speaks only as of the date of this document. The Company disclaims any
intention or obligation to update or revise forward‐looking information or to explain any material difference between such and subsequent actual events, except as required by applicable law.
This presentation may contain certain financial measures which have no standardized meaning within generally accepted accounting principles under IFRS and therefore amounts presented may not be comparable to similar data presented by other mining companies. This data
is intended to provide additional information and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures or performance prepared in accordance with IFRS.
QULAIFIED PERSON: The technical information about the Company's exploration activity and exploration target range has been reviewed and approved under the supervision of Dr. Adrian McArthur (B.Sc. Hons, PhD. FAusIMM), the Chief Geologist of Meridian Mining, who is a
"qualified person" within the meaning of National Instrument 43-101.
Note: All dollar amounts are in US dollars unless otherwise denoted
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WHO WE ARE
Meridian Mining S.E. (TSX – V MNO) is a manganese oxide
producer, focused on responsible exploration and mining
practices, with production from a portfolio of high-quality
manganese assets in Espigão, Rondônia Brazil. The Company also
has also a portfolio of polymetallic and tin exploration assets.
Meridian’s vision is to create sustainable value for its
stakeholders by growing high quality manganese assets that can
provide economies of scale regionally, to target low cost of
production and to achieve strong demand based on that product
quality.
Key Highlights of manganese assets:
•

3 mining fronts in operation

•

2 process plants in operation with production capacity of
>45,000 tonnes of Mnox concentrate per year

•

Current production of 1,000 tons of Mn per week

•

Average sales grades above 48% MnO which makes the
Company one of the highest-grade niche producers of
manganese oxide in the world

•

Growing through exploration and acquisitions

•

Annual sales exceeding 10M$US

•

Cash flow focused
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OUR STRATEGY
•

Focused on positioning the Company to grow free cash
flow by improving margins through a continuous cycle of
optimization, pushing our projects in Brazil to achieve
greater levels of safety, efficiency, and productivity

•

Continuing to restructure the Brazilian operations,
separating its portfolio of projects along commodity and
business status

•

Expanding our resource portfolio by leveraging our
expertise in geology, mining and processing to identify,
acquire and develop high-potential low-risk projects with
near-term production potential and exploration upside

•

Investing in our local employees to advance are projects in
Rondônia
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OUR ADVANTAGE
• Attractive high-quality product: The product is highly prized
by local & international ferro alloys smelters:
✓ >48% Mn average grade
✓ Low phosphorous content
✓ High Mn : Fe ratios
• Simple processing technology: Manganese oxides are
hosted in the colluvial and saprolite horizons. The
mineralisation is freely dug, preconcentrated at the site of
extraction and then processed using gravity separation. No
drilling, blasting or chemical beneficiation is required
• Favorable Tax Regime: Rondônia state belongs to the legal
Amazon region, where tax incentives bring the effective tax
rate down to 15.25% for the initial 10 years
• Locally managed: The integrated mining and processing
operation is majority operated by local residents who work
with the local community
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GLOBAL MANGANESE MARKET – POWERING THE FUTURE
•

Over 90% of all manganese produced is consumed in steel production as Ferro-Manganese and Silico-Manganese, with the rest being
processed to Electrolytic Manganese Metal used in the production of battery cathodes, chemicals and primary batteries such as Nickel
Manganese Cobalt batteries

•

Since 2016, global manganese ore output has risen by about 30% on a contained metal basis, and now exceeds 19Mtpy

•

One significant factor over the past year has been the growth in demand for manganese per tonne of steel in China, as a result of the
stricter rebar standards which were imposed by the Chinese government in 2018

•

Though steel will continue to dominate manganese demand, consumption of manganese in batteries is expected to grow rapidly over the
next decade. There remain many uncertainties concerning how fast the growth of manganese consumption in batteries will be, and which
manganese products and production processes will be required to fulfil the demand from lithium-ion batteries

Steelmaking

Alloys

Batteries, cathodes

Chemicals &
Specialty Products
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GLOBAL MANGANESE MARKET OUTLOOK
Brazil a Major Player in Manganese

•

Global manganese mining market is anticipated to
grow at a CAGR of 3.6% over the next 5 years

•

Demand for manganese is set to outpace supply,
especially for higher-grade materials

•

The growth in manganese demand is linked to the
increase in large infrastructural projects in most of
the world’s largest economies, the increase in
automobile production, the clean energy
revolution and off-the-grid power demand

•

Asia-Pacific region is estimated to lead the market,
owing to its infrastructure projects and rapid
increase in usage of lithium-ion batteries

•

Brazil’s demand for manganese is expected to grow
in coming years as farmers look to improve crop
productivity

•

Manganese ore prices remain strong driven by
Chinese
steel
industry
combined
with
deterioration of manganese ore grades globally
and within China

•

Though they have softened slightly since the end
of 2018, benchmark prices for high-grade ore
remain resistant to falling much below the
US$6.50/dmtu mark

Meridian leading the way in terms of grades
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REASONS TO INVEST IN MERIDIAN

1

•

OWNERSHIP: 100% of exploration1 and production assets
are wholly owned by Meridian

•

PRODUCTION: Track-record of high-grade production and
sales with established customer base. Recently
restructured to achieve operational efficiencies

•

PRODUCT: High grade Mn oxide with low impurities suitable for manganese alloys and applications in the
chemical battery industries

•

LOCAL MANAGEMENT: Meridian’s
managed and operated locally

•

OPEX: The introduction of modern mining practices and
the modification of the processing flow sheet has the
company targeting OPEX at below USD 90 per tonne of
concentrate

•

REGULAR CASH FLOWS: The Company’s has long term off
take contracts and free to trade volumes for both domestic
and/or international sales. This allows for regular monthly
cash flows and opportunities to benefit form price spikes
and/or positive currency exchange rates

operations

are

Details of Mirante de Serra JV are summarised in the Company’s announcement of July 24, 2019
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ESPIGÃO MANGANESE PROJECT – DRIVING SHORT TERM CASH FLOW
KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MINERALISATION

• High-quality hydrothermal manganese
oxide mineralisation (vs. the more
common stratiform sedimentary style
of mineralisation)
• Colluvial mineralisation has been
dispersed at the based of the soil
profile in a tropical weathering
environment

• The colluvium is sourced from
manganese vein systems extending
downwards into the underlying
saprolite and bedrock

DEFINING SIGNIFICANT ADDITIONAL
MANGANESE OXIDE OCCURRENCES
• A dedicated exploration team
continues to perform reconnaissance
mapping and pre-production
evaluation of new opportunities at
project, local & regional scale
• An aerial geophysical survey defined
over 200 km of prospective structural
corridors that guide the ongoing field
programs
• Surface sampling and drilling returned
high-tenor manganese mineralisation
distributed across the extent of the
project area
• This provides a broad long-term
exploration footprint to extend the
lifespan of the production facilities

COLLUVIUM & SAPROLITE MINING
• Low cost mining
• Delineation of manganese distribution by
detailed grade control
• Pre-stripping & stockpiling of segregated
top soil and barren overburden for later
site rehabilitation
• The saprolite extends from surface
typically to depths of >20m and can be
freely dug.
• Supervised mining decreases dilution and
increases manganese recovery
• Separated high, medium and low grade
areas are mined separately and then
batch pre-screen
• The land returned to owners after the
rehabilitation process has enhanced
agricultural values
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ESPIGÃO PROJECT – SIMPLE PROCESS TO DELIVER +48% MNO
TWO PLANTS WITH COMBINED PROCESSING CAPACITY IN EXCESS
OF 45KT P.A.
• Jaburi and Rio Madeira can now receive a pre-concentrated
material that allows for higher throughput
• The plants refine the manganese oxide by, washing, crushing
any over size, then size classifying and final upgrading by
jigging
• Jaburi plant’s capacity can be increased via modular
modification
• Rio Madeira currently operating as a centralized preprocessing
plant and as a back-up to Jaburi
• 1 to 5 mm size fraction yet to be fully recovered, suitable for
the Chemical industry
• Due to the pre-concentration at the mine site both plants
have excess capacity
• Meridian operates its plants in accordance with all regulatory
and permitting requirements
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ESPIGÃO POLYMETALLIC PROJECT - AN UNDER-EXPLORED INTRUSIVE SYSTEM
SURFACE OCCURRENCES OF POLYMETALLIC MINERALISATION
• Anomalous base and precious metals found throughout the
project area
• Base metals have been assayed within colluvial, saprolite
and primary lithologies
• Hydrothermal alteration and textures are found at surface
and within drill core
• Airborne geophysics shows a clear proximity to surface and
subsurface polymetallic zones
• District scale zonation of base metals north to south and
east to west
• Mesothermal gold mineralisation present at surface
• Greisen altered granites with cassiterite mineralisation up
to 0.79% SnO2
• Located within the Amazon Craton, a Brazilian hot spot for
copper. With an operating Cu/Zn mine to west and major
base and precious metal exploration programs to the east
by Anglo American, NEXA & Codelco
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ESPIGÃO PROJECT - AN UNDER-EXPLORED INTRUSIVE SYSTEM
CONCEPTUAL GEOLOGICAL MODEL - INTRUSION RELATED
POLYMETALLIC MINERAL EMPLACEMENT
•

Tectonic activity creates pathways (A) for hot intrusive body
into local area (B)

•

Hydrothermal fluids (C) rise mixing with surface derived
fluids (D) creating alteration halos and precipitating a multi
element mineral assemblage (E)

•

A final hydrothermal event brought fluids through the metal
saturated mineral system (F) scavenging some base metals
and forming manganese veins systems at the surface (G)

•

Tectonic activity deforms the local geology. The Mn colluvial
(H) mined today is the weathered and eroded remains of
the original surface mineralisation. The geophysical
anomalies detected, EM plates (I) and magnetic anomalies
(J) in 2015 are propose to be related to the sub surface
mineralisation as a result of the intrusion
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ESPIGÃO PROJECT - AN UNDER-EXPLORED INTRUSIVE SYSTEM
HISTORICAL DDH - CU, PB, ZN, LA & W RESULTS1
• Base metal results from the 2014-2015 program were in
2019, following a review initiated under new management,
recognised for their significance to a zone polymetallic
intrusive-related mineral system
• DDH_EM_012 (Eduardo Mendes): 19.50m @ 0.16% Cu,
1.05% Pb & 19.9% MnO2 from 47.65m, including:
• 2.15m @ 0.19% Cu & 2.20% Pb, 28.4% MnO2 from
53.4m

• DDH_SF_002 (São Felipe): 6.65m @ 0.24% Cu, 2.91% Pb &
53.5% MnO2from 38.75m Figure 1.
• DDH_ADE_002 (Califórnia): 4.45m @ 0.19% Cu, 1.22% Pb &
37.7% MnO2from 17.5m
• DDH_AG_009: 0.17m @ 0.44% Cu, 0.10% Pb, 0.11% Zn &
61.2% MnO2from 34.8m
• DDH_MR_008A (Marafom): 7.8m @ 0.1% Cu, 0.42% Pb,
0.10% La & 8.4% MnO2from 8.5m
Polymetallic metals are found within alteration zones and
within related Mn veins, contained along structure corridors.
Surface veins are interpreted as a final stage event.
1

Details of which are summarised in the Company’s announcement of June 12, 2019
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ESPIGÃO PROJECT - AN UNDER-EXPLORED INTRUSIVE SYSTEM
AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICS RESULTS1 COMBINED WITH SURFACE

Z

& DDH DATA
•

Surface Mineralisation is co-incident with the subsurface
projection of conductors modelled from electromagnetic
survey data. Results point to a much more intricate
architecture to the intrusive system than first thought
Fig. 1

•

Magnetic anomalies are found along the same regional
structural corridors hosting hydrothermal: Mn +/- Cu –
Pb – Zn & Au metal associations Figure 2.

•

Electromagnetic (EM) plates are positioned above the
magnetic anomalies and below the surface
mineralisation Fig. 3.

•

Hydrothermal rocks overly or are in proximity to
geophysical anomalies, including haematite breccias,
quartz stockworks, and areas of silicification

1

Details of which are summarised in the Company’s announcement of May 28, 2019

Y

Z
X
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MIRANTE DA SERRA PROJECT
A DEDICATED PROJECT FOR DEVELOPING A LONG-TERM MANGANESE
BUSINESS
The key investment decisions to acquire the Mirante da Serra
project:
• A broad footprint Mn oxide mineralization at surface - identified
• Sedimentary type manganese deposit – identified
• Improved logistics to end markets – confirmed
• Potential exploration upside – secured
• 100% Project ownership1 – secured
• The majority of the world’s production for manganese is from
sedimentary hosted deposits such as Mirante Da Serra

1

Details are summarised in the Company’s announcement of August 1, 2019
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MIRANTE DA SERRA GEOLOGY
A SEDIMENTARY HOSTED MANGANESE PROSPECT
The majority of the world’s production for manganese is from
sedimentary hosted deposits (Figure 1). This key aspect of the
Mirante da Serra project was identified during the due
diligence.
Manganese is hosted via 4 different lithologies in two groups
• Primary manganese (deposit in a sedimentary environment)
• Interbedded Shale units (Photograph A)

• Sandstone host (Photograph B)
• Secondary manganese (as a result of tropical weathering)
• Lateritic cap (Photograph C)
• Colluvial horizon (Photograph D)
To date the manganese occurrences have been mapped within a
4 km north-east trend that is open in all directions.
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MIRANTE DA SERRA PROJECT – A PROSPECTIVE REGION
NORTHERN EXTENSION OF SEDIMENTARY UNITS SECURED
Subsequent to the initial due diligence of the Mirante Da Serra
project, Meridian conducted a regional assessment based on
Brazilian governmental airborne geophysical surveys.
• The northern extension of prospective Siluro-Devonian
sediments of the Pimenta Bueno Graben was thus identified
• The Company has secured an extensive tenement position
• The exclusive manganese mineral rights to a length of
over ~42km of the prospective sedimentary basin

• A 100% ownership and dominant land package
totalling 61,552 Ha is secured1 2

Total Count Radiometics, with tenure and mineral occurrences

1

Details are summarised in the Company’s announcement of August 1, 2019

2

Details of the agreement are summarised in the Company’s announcement of July 24, 2019
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MIRANTE DA SERRA PROJECT - EXPLORATION
INITIAL EXPLORATION TARGET - SURFACE COLLUVIUM
Based on the Company’s experience of measuring and
processing Mn colluvial occurrences at its Espigão project, the
Company considers a preliminary exploration target covering a
125 Ha area to be in the following ranges to be:
PRELIMINARY EXPLORATION TARGET RANGE (COLLUVIAL) 1
Area Thickness Volume
2

Mnox

Mnox
Concentrate

Content

t

Grade Range

10%
25%

112,500
562,500

25 - 45%
25 - 45%

Density Mass Mnox

Km

m

BCM

kg/dm3

1,250
1,250

0.6
1

750,000
1,250,000

1.5
1.8

Mt

1.125
2.250

The colluvial samples to date have shown strong attributes for
conventional screening and upgrading via jigging. The colluvial
target may provide near term cash flow, extracted via the trial
mining permit, currently being processed by the mining
authorities.
The Company intends to conduct a program, testing the extent
and grade of the primary Mn layers, where it believes the longterm upside is. This will commence with surface mapping then
via a drill program.

1

Details of which are summarised in the Company’s announcement of July 24, 2019
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ARIQUEMES TIN EXPLORATION PORTFOLIO
A HIGHLY PROSPECTIVE TIN EXPLORATION PORTFOLIO
Since 2016, Meridian has secured an extensive tin exploration
portfolio in the Ariquemes tin district – where more than
192,000t of tin have been mined since 1987.
Company exploration and separate Government programs have:
✓ Multiple tin anomalies identified across the Ariquemes
exploration portfolio
✓ The tenements have coverage over the prospective Rondônia
and Santa Clara suite of Granitic intrusions

✓ The tenements cover potential target/structural corridors
between existing mines and or occurrences
✓ Local mineralisation was 1st discovered in 1987 and mining
operations have since generated 192,000t of tin

Radiometric response associated with prospective Rondônia and Santa Clara granites
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ARIQUEMES TIN PORTFOLIO
In 2019, the Companhia De Pesquisa De Recursos Minerais
(“CPRM”) – (Geological service of Brazil) launched new
publications and mapping products as part of it’s ARIM
program (Áreas De Relevante Interesse Mineral).
The new CPRM data and interpretations reinforce Meridian’s
targeting studies:
• The geophysical signature of prospective mineralized
granites extends beneath the younger cover
• More detailed mapping show the presence of the
prospective granites within Meridian’s licence area
• Regional pan concentrate sampling provides positive
indications of tin and gold in the drainage systems

Anomalous Sn and Au in drainage systems

Targeted exploration concepts
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LEADING THE WAY IN CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BEING PART OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
•

Sustainability, Training and Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) programs are implemented by a dedicated “local” inhouse team and focus on developing an open and
transparent relationship with all community stakeholders
within the township of Espigão do Oeste and the
surrounding rural area

•

Exploration and extraction activities are conducted with
the agreement of the landholders that are supportive of
development and receive a direct benefit through royalties
and land rentals if targets proceed to production

•

Safety and environmental improvements are continuous at
Jaburi and Rio Madeira plants. The Jaburi upgraded plant is
designed to be environmentally friendly, allowing for the
recycling of process water

•

In-house environmental management system monitors
water quality, rainfall, and vegetation regrowth

•

Reclamation and rehabilitation programs are simpler and
lower cost than other mining operations. Mined areas are
returned to owners with enhanced agricultural values.
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SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
• Meridian Mining Societas Europea
• Meridian Mining S.E. listed on the TSX Venture Exchange
(Ticker: MNO)
• Annual Revenues: USD ~10M
• Loans Payable: USD 20.95M
• Cayman-based private equity fund Sentient Global
Resources Fund IV L.P. own approximately 89% of
Meridian’s equity; and
• Historical records of our Quarterly Reports, Annual Reports
and Public Filings are found on SEDAR
The Board of Directors and Management are working
diligently with the Company’s major shareholder to find a
solution for the Company’s debt and shareholder structure to
enable the Company to move forward with its strategic plan of
becoming a global major producer of high-quality manganese.

Capital Structure (As of August 26, 2019)
Price CAD No. of Securities Total Securities
TSX-V:MNO
Issued and Oustanding Shares
Warrants
Stock Options (CAD 0.5)
Fully Diluted
52 Week High /Low
Price
Market Cap
Cash

0
0.5

0
1,050,000

163,822,421
0
164,872,421

0.055 / 0.22
0.12
19.66M
300K

Signigicant Shareholders
Sentient Global Resource Funds IV, L.P. 89%
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

GILBERT CLARK

VITOR BELO

ADRIAN MCARTHUR

JONATHAN RICHARDS

JOEL JULIO BRANDÃO

Interim CEO and Director

Interim VP Operations

Chief Geologist, Qualified Person

Interim Chief Financial Officer

Resident Manager Espigão

Mr. Gilbert Clark has 20 years of
international experience within the natural
resources industry. Prior to joining
Sentient Equity Partners he was a Senior
Investment Advisor and Director of
Sentient Asset Management Canada for
The Sentient Group His portfolio covered
base, precious and industrial metals with
investee companies in Europe, Greenland
and South America. Prior to joining the
Private Equity Industry he managed the
international expansion for Queensland
Gas Corporation (subsequently BG Group).
Mr Clark has resource development and
production experience from the Eastern
Gold Fields of Western Australia. Mr Clark
holds a Bachelor of Science (Geology) from
Macquarie University.

Mr. Vitor Belo has been working in mining
industry since 1989 and he accumulates
different roles along of his professional
career with experience in gold & other
metals operations as well as engineering &
construction
of
plants
for
ores
beneficiation. He was graduated in
mechanical
engineering
from
the
Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais in
1982 and he was postgraduate degree in
business management from Fundação Dom
Cabral in 2002. Also he counts with
specialization
courses
in
project
management from Fundação Getúlio
Vargas and Ibmec in 2013. He has worked
for companies such as Rio Tinto, Kinross
and Yamana and also for juniors companies
as Rio Novo, Carpathian Gold and Brio
Gold.

Dr. Adrian Mcarthur has over 20 years of
experience in exploration, resource
delineation and project generation roles
for industrial minerals, gold and base
metals. He currently leads a team of 13
geologists
in
a
multi-commodity
exploration program for Meridian which
has confirmed a new style of hydrothermal
manganese mineralisation and identified a
number of emerging gold and tin targets.
Adrian holds a B.S.c. Hons, PhD from
Monash, is a Fellow of AusIMM and is the
qualified person for Meridian.

Mr. Jonathan Richards brings over a
decade of resource-focused accounting
and finance experience, including Brazil
experience. He has accumulated extensive
experience with TSX and Venture-listed
companies, as well as numerous private
companies all over the world. Jonathan
holds a bachelor’s degree in management
studies with first-class honours from the
University of Waikato, New Zealand, and is
a member of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of British Columbia.

Mr. Joel Julio Brandão has over 37 years
of experience in the Brazilian mining
industry covering project administrator,
exploration, infrastructure and the
operation of mines. He has worked for
national and multinational companies on
gold and manganese projects in the
Amazon region (Mato Grosso, Pará and
Rondônia). He has worked for TSX-V
companies such as: Serabi gold, Electrum
Capital and Alta Floresta Gold. Mr Julio
Brandão graduated from the Federal
UFMT-University of Mato Grosso / Cuiabá
with a Bachelor of Economics. He has
completed postgraduate studies at the
University Gama Filho / Rio de Janeiro
specialising in Project Management.

Dr. Mcarthur is a "qualified person" within
the meaning of National Instrument 43101.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JOHN SABINE

CHARLES RIOPEL

GILBERT CLARK

PETER WEIDMANN

KATHERINE MACLEAN

DIRECTOR & CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

COMPANY SECRETARY

John Sabine, qualified as a solicitor in
Ontario Canada, currently legal counsel to
Bennett Jones LLP, advises on corporate
governance, reorganizations, securities,
financing & mergers & acquisitions. A
principal focus of his practice is on mining
finance, joint ventures and mergers &
acquisitions. With transaction experience
throughout the world, he is widely
recognized for advising clients on complex
international projects. He is ranked as a
Senior Statesman, Energy: Mining by
Chambers Global: The World’s Leading
Lawyers for Business. He has served as a
director on a number of boards of directors,
both public & private, as CEO of Arbor
Memorial Services (TSX), & was NonExecutive Chairman of Anvil Mining Ltd.
(ASX;TSX), operating copper mines in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, until
acquired by Minmetals Resources Ltd. for
$1.3B. He is currently the Chairman of North
American Nickel Inc. (TSX-V) & serves on the
boards of Seabridge Gold Inc. (NYSE;TSX) &
Barkerville Gold Mines Ltd.(TSX-V).

Charles Riopel is an accomplished seniorlevel executive with 20 years
domestic/international investment
experience in mining. He has managed over
the year’s both private and public
investment funds. He is the founder and
managing partner at Latitude 450, a private
equity fund specialized in mining. Prior to
this he was Senior Investment Director at
Sentient Asset Management Canada for The
Sentient Group. He served as Senior
Investment Director Metals & Mining at the
SGF from 2006 to 2012. He was appointed to
the Board of Directors of Women in mining
Canada in 2017 and is currently the Chair of
the Corporate Governance Committee. He is
also a board member of Aligo Innovation. He
has served as a director and/or officer of
several Canadian and international
companies. He holds a Bachelor of
Economics from Montreal University and a
Masters in Business Administration from
Laval University.

Gilbert Clark has 19 years of international
experience within the natural resources
industry. Mr. Clark is a Partner with Sentient
Equity Partners. Prior to this he was a Senior
Investment Advisor and Director of Sentient
Asset Management Canada for The Sentient
Group. His portfolio covered base and
precious metals with investee companies in
Europe, Greenland and South America. Prior
to joining the Private Equity Industry he
managed the international expansion for
Queensland Gas Corporation (subsequently
BG Group) for non-conventional oil and gas
developments. Mr Clark has resource
development and production experience
from the Eastern Gold Fields of Western
Australia. He has natural resource business
experience in continental Europe, Eastern
Europe, North America, Central America,
South America, Africa, S.E. Asia, Greenland
and Australia. Mr Clark holds a Bachelor of
Science (Geology) from Macquarie
University.

Peter Weidmann has over a decade of
private equity experience as a fund investor
and in direct co-investments, including
several years with Macquarie Bank. He
started his career at KPMG and Deutsche
Bank, more recently having been an
Investment Director with BTV Group in
Munich. Mr. Weidmann is currently a
Partner with Sentient Equity Partners. He
has an MBA from the University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business and an M.S. in
Finance and Computer Science from the
University of Mannheim in Germany.

Katherine Maclean has 9 years international
experience in Company Secretary and
corporate development roles in the mining
and resources industry. Her experience
includes due diligence, corporate
governance, project management and risk
assessment in Australia, the Americas and
Europe. Prior to joining the Meridian Mining
team, Katherine acted as Corporate
Secretary for Sentient Asset Management
Canada and has also worked with a variety
of public and privately owned companies.
Katherine holds a Bachelor of Laws from
Macquarie University and is qualified as a
solicitor in New South Wales.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Meridian Mining SE
Investor Contact
info@meridianmining.co
Suite 488, 625 Howe St
Vancouver, BC, Canada
V6C 2T6
+1 604 681 0405
MERIDIAN MINING S.E.
BRAZIL
Avenida Brigadeiro Faria Lima 1485, 2º floor, North Tower, room 232
Jardim Paulistano
São Paulo SP 01452-002, Brasil
+55 11 3797-6665
+55 11 3797-6668
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